PROFESSOR BERMAN’S 2014 MIDTERM EXAM QUESTION  

	Concerned about recent high-profile cases of computer hackers accessing and posting nude images of celebrities online, the Oliwood legislature enacted the following law: 

OLIWOOD CRIMINAL CODE § 3x3:  Unauthorized Promulgation of Sexual Images:  No person, without the consent of the depicted person, shall knowingly promulgate any image of a person engaged in a sexual act or in a state of nudity.  Violation of this provision is a misdemeanor.  If significant financial harm results from unauthorized promulgation of a depicted person’s image, violation of this provision is a felony.  

	Roger Reprinz owns an Oliwood printing company and runs a specialized website enabling consumers to upload digital pictures and order poster-sized enlargements and fine art reproductions to be printed on canvas and framed.  Upon hearing about the enactment of OCC § 3x3, Reprinz asked his neighbor, a corporate attorney, whether he needed to worry about this new law if a customer uploaded racy digital pictures on his website to order enlargements or special reproductions.  Reprinz’s neighbor said this law surely was not intended to criminalize the work of legitimate businesses.  The neighbor also suggested that, just to be safe, Reprinz might add a “check-box” on his website’s ordering page requiring customers to confirm that everyone depicted in an uploaded picture had consented to being photographed.  Reprinz arranged for his web-developer to add such a consent “check-box” to his website’s ordering page. 

	Reprinz was glad he had added this “check-box” to his website’s ordering page when he received a huge order from someone at Oliwood State University.  Reprinz knew that his old OSU fraternity, Beta Upsilon Theta Theta, had a hazing tradition of painting huge red letters on the bare rear-ends of new members and requiring members line up in places on campus with these letters exposed.  Reprinz was thus not too surprised when he found uploaded to his website an image of four bare male rear-ends, sitting atop a large desk, spelling out “B U T T” next to a nameplate reading “OSU President Glordon Glee.”  The order accompanying this uploaded picture included a valid credit card with the name Beta Upsilon, and it requested 50 of the largest poster-sized reprints and 5 fancy reproductions printed on canvas and framed to be delivered to the Beta Upsilon Theta Theta fraternity house on campus.  Whomever had placed the order had checked off the consent “check-box” on the website’s ordering page, and added this comment: “Don’t stress, all four BUTTs in this picture knew what they were getting into and they surely will be excited to have their historic achievement framed and posterized!”

	Reprinz figured that the fraternity members whose bare bottoms appeared in this image must have realized their picture was being taken as they showed off their rear-end letters, though Reprinz also suspected that these persons may not have expected this picture would be turned into a huge poster and a kind of fancy framed “art.”  Because the image did not show the faces of the young men whose painted rear-ends spelled out “B U T T,” Reprinz figured nobody except the participants in this hazing prank would even know who appeared in this picture.  And, ever eager to satisfied a paying customer, Reprinz was quick to make sure his printing facilities fulfilled this on-line reprinting order, and he personally hand-delivered 50 large posters and 5 framed canvas reproductions of the “B U T T” picture to the Beta Upsilon Theta Theta fraternity house not long after the order was placed.

	A few days after he delivered the posters and framed pictures to the Beta Upsilon Theta Theta fraternity’s house, Roger Reprinz was on the Oliwood State University campus to attend a big football game.  While walking through the main OSU campus on the way to Oliwood Stadium, Reprinz was troubled to see that many of the large posters he had made were plastered on the front of buildings facing the main Oliwood State campus oval.  On these posters appeared not only the reprinted image that had been uploaded to Reprinz’s website, but also large arrows pointing to the bare-rear end with the painted letter “U” and large writing that said “U know this big butt; this is the rear-end of star OSU sophomore quarterback Joey Womanzel.”  Reprinz still did not know for sure whose back sides actually were in the picture that he reprinted on large posters, but he had a feeling he should not be pleased to see his reprinting work displayed this way around the Oliwood State campus.

	The day after Reprinz saw the posters he made handing all around the Oliwood State campus, he saw on television a press conference in which OSU President Glordon Glee and the OSU head football coach announced that Joey Womanzel had been indefinitely suspended from the OSU football team and had his athletic scholarship rescinded after he admitted breaking into President Glee’s office as part of a Beta Upsilon Theta Theta hazing ritual.  Following that press conference, Reprinz saw an interview conducted with Joey Womanzel on a local news station.  In that interview, Joey Womanzel stated that he realized during his hazing prank that somebody was taking pictures of his naked rear-end, but that he said repeatedly that anyone taking pictures better not publicly circulate them.  Womanzel lamented that just the loss of his athletic scholarship would cost him tens of thousands of dollars and that this scandal could end up preventing him from getting a chance to play professional football in the future.  Womanzel concluded the interview with an exhortation: “I know there is a law here in Oliwood criminalizing distribution of this kind of image without my consent.  I sincerely hope Oliwood’s prosecutors will go after, to the fullest extent of the law, any and everyone who was involved in spreading around pictures of my naked butt.” 

Part (A) – 45 minutes      
 
	Fearful he might have gotten poor counsel from his neighbor, Roger Reprinz has come to you for advice.  Knowing you are an expert in Oliwood criminal law, Reprinz has asked you to represent him and to begin by preparing a memorandum discussing whether and how he could face criminal liability for a felony or a misdemeanr under OCC § 3x3.  He wants to know, based on these facts and the applicable law in Oliwood, what primary doctrinal arguments you would be able to make on his behalf to avoid being found guilty under OCC § 3x3, and your candid views on whether these arguments are likely to prevail.

Part (B) – 15 minutes      

	An Oliwood district attorney has contacted you to report that members of Beta Upsilon Theta Theta have told her that Roger Reprinz’s printing company was responsible for making the posters appearing around the Oliwood State campus.  She tells you that she fully expects to prosecute the person(s) who uploaded the problematic picture and placed the order for posters, but that she is also trying to decide if she should also prosecute Reprinz under OCC § 3x3 for his role in this scandal.  Knowing you represent Reprinz, she says she is willing and eager to hear from you any policy arguments sounding in traditional retributivist and/or utilitarian theories of punishment for why she ought not bother to pursue any type of prosecution against Reprinz.  What arguments can you make to her?      

